Counselor: Jeff Patnaude is
a clinically certified counselor, trained at the University
of California Medical Center,
San Francisco and Strong
Memorial Hospital in Rochester, New York and has served
as counselor and guide to
thousands of people in transition. As an Episcopal priest
since 1974, he has had a distinguished experience in aiding and guiding individuals in
time of grief – life passages,
career transitions and in the
repurposing of life directions.

Counselor – Mentor – Coach
180 days for the Curious Soul

Jeff Patnaude

Mentor: Being a mentor is a
privilege and a response to
an invitation. A life-long
guide to students that range
from sport superstars, CEO’s
of America’s top companies
or those once incarcerated in
prison and yet now in fully
funded Ph.D. programs, Jeff
Patnaude is honored to serve
in this role and humbled by
every invitation to access
wisdom for breakthrough
ideation.

30 years of experience – 1986 - 2016

The 180 Degree Process
Turning a corner requires a 90 degree deviation – Turning AROUND necessitates
a 180 variation on the path. This SIX month program/process is comprised of 180
days of participating in a remarkable journey along the pathway of the labyrinth
and follows three parts:


Journey Inward – 60 days (15 hours) – Self awareness,
courageous disruption and the discovery process of Who
you are and Why you are here. Testing instrumentation is
utilized for investigating and revealing key motivators and
obstacles to a level of awareness necessary for optimal performance. In
this process, you are guided by the skill and the 42 years of experience of
The Counselor .



The Place of Center – 60 Days (15 hours) – Strategic visioning,
entrepreneurial thought enhancement and the How you will best achieve
your purpose. Eureka moments and breakthrough ideas are often just on
the other side of clarity and the process for accessing genius. At the
intersection of knowledge and wisdom, you are guided by The Mentor.



Journey Outward – 60 Days (15 hours) – A final step required is the
Outward movement for bringing to market the inspiration that was
received at The Place of Center. This process includes: stimulating the
forward movement of your cognitive brain, tapping
the passion of your heart brain and accessing the
power of your gut brain. This process is facilitated
by The Coach for helping you set goals and achieve
extraordinary success.

Coach: Serving as an Executive Coach to countless numbers of business leaders, professional athletes and entrepreneurs, Patnaude has been
privileged to guide some of
the most recognizable leaders. With over 50,000 people
attending seminars of The
Patnaude Group since 1988,
he has coached a LeaderLeader model for optimal
performance. In the DNA of
all of the learning experiences he has created is the experience of each participant
being drawn toward their
calling vs. being driven toward a success.

Counselor – Mentor – Coach
THREE Unique features of this extraordinary program:
1.

2.

3.

Patnaude is the author of three of the books used in this process: Leading from the Maze,
A Personal Pathway to Leadership which serves as one of the tools for the journey and is the
only published work that equates the labyrinth with the leadership journey; Living
Simultaneously, Balancing Self-care, Relationships and Work that becomes the quantum
model for Work/Life Flow and A Daily Journal for the Curious Soul from which you will receive
one of his 180 quotes each day with reflections for daily pondering and application.
You experience much of the process in person at Patnaude’s Center for Inner Excellence, as
guest at the Farm House and nurtured by the mountain top beauty (see video)
https://vimeo.com/183116946
Patnaude remains indefinitely, as your mentor and guide upon completion of the program,
FREE OF CHARGE

Outcomes for these 45 hours of individualized attention
Participants will:

















Practice mindfulness daily as a behavior for initiating superior cognition
Heal and remove barriers to an optimal life experience
Have fun
Learn and apply the new neuroscience of brain function for optimal thinking
Learn the practice of 3 Brain Congruence and optimal decision making
Discover 78 competency areas of evaluation from The Judgment Index
Learn how others rate you in five areas of Transformational Leadership and four management
styles
Determine roadblocks to remove and gifts to accentuate
Rest and relax during breaks for pondering and journaling
Discover your psychological TYPE and the underlying elements that drive your behavior
Learn and practice stimulating insight for yourself and others
Practice Work/Life Flow and a personalized routine for optimal health
Develop an actionable plan that will inspire achievement
Practice the benefit of solution orientation vs. problem solving
Receive a follow‐up assessment from your direct reports
Work in an on‐going partnership with your leader for post results.

“There is no known Development process of this kind anywhere in the world. This is what every
leader should understand and utilize for breaking through to the next level. Jeff Patnaude has
created magic out of simplicity and wisdom.”
Jason Woodard, VP of HR, Metromont Corporation
The Patnaude Group's comprehensive program is the only one I would
recommend as a mandatory tool for executives.
Rick Sanford, Chief Strategist, Cisco Systems

Cost: $30,000 ($5,000 per month)
www.patnaude.com 540-270-6825

